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Smart Feature Manager

PowerSHAPE’s Smart Feature Manager recognises all the features in a solid in one 
operation. Powerful filters enable you to find features that fulfil specific criteria; 
for example, all M8 holes, or all fillets that are less than 5mm radius. Selecting 
a feature on the solid auto-fills the filter dialog allowing you to find all similar 
features with a single click. Smart Feature Manager lets you make the changes 
you need more efficiently, helping you reduce project lead times. 
 

Cavity/Core wizard

The new Cavity/Core wizard divides a solid model into cavity and core pieces that 
can then be separated dynamically using a simple slider. Ambiguous faces, or 
regions that require slides or lifters, can be assigned to the appropriate side, or 
to a completely new line-of-draw quickly and simply, ensuring that your part can 
be moulded in the most economical way possible. Individual faces can be split 
quickly and efficiently and then attached to the correct part of the tool. Clear 
graphical feedback, including undercut shading, shows any potential moulding 
issues, giving you complete control.

Solid extrusion

The new solid extrusion tool allows you to create solids from multiple nested 
curves in a single operation. Inner curves are automatically extracted from the 
solids to give hollow shapes. The new solid extrusion tool is ideal for creating 
embossed text or similar complex shaped features.

Work smarter, not harder

PowerSHAPE 2014 provides a comprehensive and unique suite of powerful, easy-to-use tools to prepare parts for manufacture. 
More automation, smarter tools and improved workflow increase your productivity by enabling you to do more - faster. Whether 
you start with a fully detailed CAD model, partial design, scanned data, or just an idea, PowerSHAPE 2014 will help you get the job 
done.

New features and enhancements include:
Smart Feature Manager•	
New cavity/core separation wizard•	
New solid fillet types •	
Divide solid•	
New solid extrusion tool•	
Curve from point-cloud•	

...and much more.

Highlights



Enhancements 

Filleting Enhancements

PowerSHAPE 2014 introduces two new types of solid fillet. •	
Constant width•	  fillets create a blend of nominal radius where the distance 
between the two edges remains fixed. 
Curvature continuous fillets•	  create a smooth blend along the selected 
edge. Curvature continuous fillets have curved cross-sections, where the 
radius varies continually to match the curvature of the underlying faces.

A •	 Preview button has been added to the second page of the surface filleting 
dialog. Preview shows you exactly how a fillet will appear when you press 
Apply, and is especially useful when creating variable radius fillets.

General Enhancements
 

Apply buttons have been added to all surface creation dialogs, simplifying •	
repetitive tasks such as draft or split surface construction. 
It is now possible to click the right mouse button to record a composite curve •	
or trim boundary.

Point cloud and Mesh Enhancements

Meshes can now be reduced in density without losing accuracy. You can •	
specify the maximum number of triangles, a percentage value, or a target 
tolerance. The mesh will be re-fitted with fewer triangles.
Point clouds can also be reduced. Points that are within a specified distance •	
of any other point are removed.
Curves can be fitted through point clouds. This can be used, for example, to •	
fit a smooth curve to a set of points digitised from the feather-line of a shoe 
last.

Delcam Electrode Enhancements

Delcam Electrode now supports burn vector electrodes. This allows you to •	
extract and use electrodes that are not aligned with the principal axes, but 
instead use an arbitrary axis. 
As well as displaying the burn region, extension and clearance faces in •	
different colours, Delcam Electrode now colours the frame separately. This 
makes it easier to identify the electrode faces in PowerMILL for automated 
manufacture.


